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This issue of THE STAG
is dedicated to Coach
James Hanrahan and to
e a c h individual player
who served under him,
in recognition of the
spirit and determination
they displayed both in
victory and in defeat on
the basketball courf.

JACK MULLADY, '51
"Squeeky" the scrapper

JOE KEHOE, '52
Always dependable

BOBBY MARKOVIC, 54
His shot paid off!

Jumpin' Joe Miko, '51
His baskets really counted!
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Fairfield Finishes Third In NAlB Tournament
Mr. Frank ]. Sheed Delivers
5th Bellarmine Lecture Today
The fifth of the 1950-1951 series of the Bellarmine
Lectures was presented today in the auditorium of
Berchmans Hall. The guest speaker was the well
known Catholic author and publisher, Mr. Frank J.
Sheed. His topic was, "The Catholic Literary Revival."
Mr. Sheed is a native of Australia, where he graduated from
the University of Sydney. After
his graduation he went to England to practice law. While in
England he became interested
in the Catholic Evidence Guild
of Westminister and served as
Master of that group for a number of years. As a Guild member he spoke to more than 3,000
outdoor and indoor public meetings. He established himself as
an excellent lecturer, an expert
in the exposition of Catholicism

MR. FRANK J. SHEED
in both its literary and doctrinal
aspects.
.
In 1927 the publishing house of
Sheed and Ward was founded
by Mr. Sheed and his wife, the
well-known writer, Masie Ward,
in London. A New York office
was opened in 1933. Their aim
was to provide a medium of expression for the whole Catholic
world, and they have done this
in an admirable manner. In spite
of the depression and the Nazi
blitz of London they continued
operations through the years.
(Continued on Page Two)

Subscription For
'The Manor' Ends
Subscriptions for the purchase
of THE MANOR, Fairfield University's first Yearbook, are still
open to underclassmen. To date,
while many members of the
three lower classes have shown
their intention to buy THE
MANOR, there are still many
students who have not signed
a subscription card.
Since orders for the Yearbook
cannot be taken after Friday,
March 16, THE MANOR Business Manager, Michael Levinsky, urges all who are interested in subscribing to do so before they miss being able to purchase the book "which will be
of great interest to every membel' of the student body."
Photo courtesy of THE MANOR
During this week prior to the
COACH JIM HANRAHAN
closing of subscriptions, each
He's all for the boys ... the boys are all for him!
student who has not subscribed
.
..
has received a letter from the
Competmg m Its first post-season basketball tournastaff of THE MANOR giving in- ment since the sport was introduced at the school, Fairformation about the price of the field University's Red Stags carried off third place in the
Yearbook, as well as where one
.
"
may get a subscription and how New England regIOnal playoffs of the NatIOnal Assoclalong he may take to complete tion of Intercollegiate Basketball at Cousens Gym, Tufts
the payment on it. At the pres- College Medford Massachusetts last week.
ent time the Sales Staff does not
'."
ask that each subscriber pay
In the opemng round of play last Tuesday, the
cash, but merely that he sign a "Men in Red" dropped a 65-55 verdict to the host school,
subscription blank indicating Tufts and then bounced back the next night to upset
that he intends to purchase the
"
.
Yearbook. The price is $6.00. St. Anselm s of New HampshIre, top seeded club of the
The book will include a special tourney, 68-64.
section on the tournament basAgainst Tufts, it was a case of appointment to themselves, but
ketball team of this year.
too much tenseness mixed with they felt they had let down the
Subscriptions for the book an off-night on the part of all 300 or so students who travelled
may be made at the bO'okstore, the performers. As they express- such a distance.
at which time any amount of ed it in the dressing room after
In the opening half of play,
the cost -may be paid. The last the game, it was too bad they it was a nip and tuck affair,
opportunity tq, .subscribe to the had to have such a thing happen with neither club enjoying a
book is tomorrow, March 16.
, that night. It was not only a dis(Continued on Page Seven)

Representative
Of Connecticut
Law School Here
On Tuesday, March 6, Professor Thomas L. Archibald, Dean
of Admission at the Connecticut
Law School in Hartford, visited
the Fairfield campus with two
members of the law school faculty. Due to difficulties encountered on their journey here the
three representatives arrived too
late to speak to prospective law
students. However, they did converse with the Dean, Fr. Langguth. and Reverend Francis A.
Small, the newly appointed advisor for the prospective lawyers.
Professor Archibald stressed
the importance of knowing how
to write English correctly and
accurately as a step in preparing for studies in a law school.
History and Political Sciences
are also important for preparedness, but Professor Archibald
made no comment as to which
of the two is of greater importance.
One week prior to Professor
Archibald's visit here a representative from the Fordham Law
school, Professor Keefe, was also here to speak to those interested in studying law after graduation. Mr. Keefe, a native of
New Haven, met with Fr. Langguth and Father Small, and later
spoke to prospective law students. He pointed out the importance of our method of philosophic~l study. This is the method bemg used by most law
schools for teaching law. The
case. study method is rapidly becommg the method ~sed. by all
law schools. "Next m Importance to studying philosophy
(s~hol~~tic),"
Pr?~essor .Keefe
saId, .IS the" \?l1tical SCI~nce~:
and HIstOry.
These subJects,
he continued, form t)1e foundation for prepa~edness.".He we~t
on to warn hIS attentive audIence that to study law was no
easy task. Success depends
(Continued on Page Four)
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Since this is the last issue
of the STAG before the Easter Holidays. we of the Staff
take this opportunity to wish
the Faculty and Student
Body a Happy and Holy Easter. May the peace of the
Risen Christ extend to the
hearts of all men everywhere.

School Spirit? We Have It!
Most Juniors and Seniors will remember the early
days at Fairfield when THE STAG was in its infancy.
Most will recall how the editors emphasized the lack
of school spirit at Fairfield, and urged the student body
to do something about it. The editors felt that this
apparent lack of spirit would be realized and missed
after graduation, and thus carried on an extensive campaign in the attempt to instill the germ of school spirit
in the student body. Some thought we were too extensive in our treatment of the matter, but we felt it

ST~G

A recent release by the Catholic Broadcasting Association of
America has listed the program,
"Fairfield University Interprets
the News" as one of the four. to
be consulted by those wishmg
to learn how to handle the news.
The program, aired every Monday evendm g over WflCMC IsJuhndel' the IrectIOn 0
r. 0 n
Meaney, and is conducted as a
forum, with a panel of students
addressmg questIOns to a membel' of the faculty.
The latest in the series of programs featured Mr.. Chester J.

was necessary.
I
The editors were wrona in one aspect, though.
.
:: ,
..
' .
They were not creatmg a lIvmg, vlvaclOus SpIrIt at
Fairfield University, for it already existed. It was slack
and unimpressive and had to be vitalized land drawn
' .
out, but it was there all the hme.
.
That spirit for which the editors were clamormg
h as 05 h own 1·tseIf f or its true worth and power during
this school year. It has been so strong that many peopIe unaffiliated with the school, have admired it and
wo~dered at its volcanic eruption. They have heard ~~n~rta~dt~~n~~~~~~o~h~:~~~
Fairfield men shout themselves hoarse in support of a lem ~f "delinquent parents." The
scrapping basketball team. They have heard the Glee subject of this prog~am is timel I b t ly and open to consIderable dIS.
Club present concerts on behal f 0 f reglOna c u 05, 0 cussion. The program, in this
provide for a scholarship to Fairfield for some needy broadcast, as in all, the oth~rs,
student. The Radio Club, the Debating Society, - all has dealt WIth su~~ects WhICh
.
.
.
.
.. f F . fi Id are "at the root of the news,
have done theIr share m carrymg thIS sP:rIt 0
aIr e Iand which are generally igUniversity outside to an interested publIc.
nored by the everyday newscasters, either out of ignorance
or of fear of stepping on someone's toes. A shor~ look at Monday's broadcast WIll gIve a preview of what the listeners may
expect from "Fairfield University Interprets the News."
A portIOn of the broadcast
was devoted to debunking some
of the . pop,ular miscor,rceptions
concernmg Juvemle delmquency
WhICh are rampant today. Perhaps the most startling fact
noted was that these ~,elinquents are not "morons
as
some would have us believe, but
that two-thirds of the quarter
of a million children brought into court every year, have an
average or above I.Q. Mr. Stuart also pointed out that one out
of ni~e, or..eleven percent of
.
AmerIcan cmldren, are brought
At the final O'ame aaainst Bridaeport University at up in a home broken by diyorce,
b
b
b. h
h
.
f and that many of these chIldren
the Armory March 2, the hall rang WIt . t e VOIces 0 are taught to hate one of their
Fairfield men fervently urging their team on to victory. parents.
,.
If at times some felt that defeat was imminent they In the last analysIs, saId Mr.
.
, . Stuart, the blame for much of
still shouted loud and long, and WIldly cheered and our juvenile problem can be
celebrated at the resulting Fairfield victory. This was placed on three factors - the
t
broken and delinquent home,
na t ura 1, - th IS was VIC ory.
the poorly planned neighbor-

Some people think, and perhaps rightly so, that a
innino' team on a court field or diamond is all that
~
b
.,
'
... '
.
.
IS needed to mClte school SpIrIt. To some extent thIS IS
true but no team could develop the type ()f spirit that
. t' h·
. Fairfield Coach Jim Hanrahan and his
eXlS 05 ere I n ,
.
.
winning warrioq perhaps dId more than any other faction to develop and mold the smoldering ember into a
·
. 't b t
they did not create it. The
fl ammg
SplrI, U e v e n . .
sincerity he displayed in hIS coachmg, and the earnestness the will to win, the deep-rooted sincerity of each
.' .
.
d
h'
f
indIVIdual ball player servmg un er 1m came rom a
spirit of Fairfield already instilled in them at the beainning. They had that spirit, they developed it, and
b
..
. h'
h h 11 f
in so doing, strengthened the SpIrIt WIt m t e '3 05 0
Fairfield until it was a flaming force in almost every
student.

I
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By FRANCIS G. PHILBIN, '52
"RAH-RAH BOYS GIRLS
a public scandal. The modern
'"
pigs refuse to respond to the
TO CHEER HERE
untailored gutteral voices of the
(Headline from The Bridgeport callers. To us at Fairfield is
Post-February 24, 1951)
given the providential opportuYou know, John Henry New- ~ity to raise the art of hog-callman wrote a couple billion mg to ItS former state of gl.ory
words on "The Function Of A and admIratIOn. Our collegIate
University." Now, of course, he neighbors, with .a wonderful
wrote during the Victorian Era sense of responSIbIlIty, accepted
so we will .have to pardon just theIr educatIO,nal oblIgatIOn and
a little short-sighterness on his I thmk we should too. I propose
part. The fact of the matter is that FaIrfield sponsor a Hoghowever, that the great prose~ Calling Cli.nic, modelled along
master included everything in ~,he same lmes. We. ~~uld ,~ave
his study but one important demonstratIOn, CrItICIsms
function. Almost any ignorant any. basketball spectator :"ould
rustic in our modern age would admIt that the average FaIrfield
be quick to inform an inquirer student IS admIrably eqUlpp.ed
that one necessary and very to dem.onstrate and CrItICIze
vital function of any university hog-callmg - ..and ,finally w~
is to sponsor high school cheer- could have a SooDle, SooDle
leading clinics. As may be seen contest.
,
from the trite headline above,
Then someday m ~he local paat least one University in the pers we" would have a headlme
area has not shirked in it's ob- saymg SOOIE SOOIE- BOYS,
ligations to the unlettered mass. GIRLS TO SCREECH HERE."
On the contrary, with the firm
determination that only a high
FRANK SHEED
ideal can engender, this insti(Continued from Page One)
tution has fearlessly and selfishMr. Sheed has two children
ly offered to practice the tech- who reside with their mother in
niques (unpolished as they are) this country. Mr. Sheed must
of the youthful ear-splitters. travel back and forth between
Everyone who has attended England and the United States
any high school sporting event in the managing of his business
realizes the sad state to which and for his speaking engagecheer-leading has fallen. The ments.
'
leaders' movements are assyriIn 1944 Mr. Sheed was the
chronous, awkward and their recipient of the Christian Culvoices lack any semblance of ture Award. This is an annual
harmony or unison. And that is presentation made by Assumpwhy it sends a warm glow tion College of Worcester, Massthrough my meager frame when achusetts. The award is an outI think that at last an institution growth of the "Christian Culof higher learning has set ture Lecture Series" conducted
up some sort of a system to by that institution. The medal
rescue cheer-leading from its is bestowed each year on "some
present state of deterioration. It outsta-?din.g lay-exponent 0 f
should be noted, however, that Chnstlan Ideals."
this cheer-leading clinic is not
Mr. Sheed's firm publishes
being conducted entirely in the several times amiually the paper
spirit of criticism. The high SHEED AND WARD'S OWN
school artists will be given an TRUMPET. This had been callopportunity to prove that they ed THIS PUBLISHING BUS1have benefited from the uplift- NESS, and from it came the maing effects of the Clinic.
To terial for Mr. Sheed's book,
quote from the article, itself: SIDELIGHTS ON THE CATH"The clinic will include . . . a I OLIC REVIVAL. (SHEED AND
rah, rah contest." Fine! Fine! WARD'S OWN TRUMPET is
What is the matter with us distributed to Fairfield Univerhere at Fairfield? Hog-calling in sity students by Mr. Arthur P.
Connecticut has of late become Riel of the English Department.)

I

I

I

•

But when 400 students and faculty members jour•
.
neyed to Medford, Massachusetts, to cheer theIr team
on in the NAIB tournament, they displayed the same
.. .
h
h d'
. t
T'l.SpIrIt m the face of defeat as t ey a m VIC o~.
He
team can't win every game, the rooters knew It, and
they cheered loudly though the game was lost.
After their discouraain a defeat by Tufts College,
b
,b
many of the players couldn t understand why the rooters cheered them wildly when they made their apP eamnce after the game. Many. rooters couldn't understand why one player was emotlOnally overcame by the
cheers, or why another walked about, shaking their
h an d 05 an d quietly' .and sincerely. thanking them for
traveling to Boston to support theIr team.
.

We know the reason. It was a natural dIsplay of
school spirit deep and sincere that motivated bath
. fi e Id ' men h ave th.a t SpII'I
··t
players and , rooters. F aIr
which arose somewhere, somehow, at some. hme, and
they'll never lose it.
The Editor

hood, and delinquent ~chools_
WIth regard
to delmquent
homes, the speaker stressed the
fact that many young men and
women go away to college only
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
because they want to get away
Charles Black, '52
from parental authority, and
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
continued,. "If parents. fail .to
William Curnin, '53
Robert Steele. '52
grow out of theIr own mfantIle
NEWS DEPARTMENT
SPORTS DEPARTMENT
attitudes, they can scarc~ly e.xBernard Beglane, '52
Editor
Francis Woods, '52}
.
pect other than an antI-socIal James
George Birge. '51
Aspinwall, '52
Co-Editors
reaction from their children."
Harley
Black,
'51
George Baeher, '51
James Doheney, '52
George Garofalo, '51
Probably the best cure for all
Harry Marmion, '53
James Dinnan, '52
J'ames Sweeney, '54
Edward
Kelley,
'52
the trouble that infests the
Joseph Silva. '52
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
world today would be the auEdward Sperry, '52
thority, security and harmony
John Malakie, '53
, , , , ... , Editor
Paul Sullivan. '52
Joseph Pander, '53
Raymond Yuskauskas, '52
whi~h e~ists in the complete
Walter Zackrison. '54
David Phelan. '53
Robert Demshak. '54
EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT
famIly CIrcle, and .whI~h a~e
Richard Haux, '54
necessary for any chIld If he IS
Michael Russo. '53 .",.,' .. ". Editor
John
Byrne, '54
going to succeed in life. As Mr.
FEATURE DEPARTMENT
MAKE-UP DEPARTMENT
Stuart said in his summation,
Welch. '53
... Editor Joseph Iacuone, '52 . , , . , . ' . " Editor
"Actually, all that our children JohnMartin
James Dinnan. '52
Nigro. '51
Dominick Lonardo, '52
Francis Philbin. '52
need is a little love and underRalph Mastrangelo, '52
Ronald Fattibene, '53
standing. The simplest way to
Richard
McCormick, '52
Neil Topitzer, '53
give them this affection is to
Stanley Turski. '52
Robert McKeon, '53
Thomas
O'Neil,
'53
William Brown, '54
allow them to grow up normally
ART DEPARTMENT
in ~n adjust~d I:ome, with a
Conrad Sternchak, '52
, , . '. Editor
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
feelmg of prIde m that home,
Richard Lindstrom. '52
William
McGrath,
'52
Frederick
Tartaro,
'52
and with their parents as friends
James Musante, '52
William Casey, '53
and models."
Thomas O'Neil. '53
John Saracino, '54
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Coach Jim Hanrahan Maps Out His Strategy Which Led The STAGS To A 15-10 Record In His First Year At Fairfield

Men of Fairfield, gather 'round I No denying we want this one;
me
It's the last game of the year.
There's ~ story to be told
Now the crowd around me
Of our str~ng and stubborn
quiets,
warnors,.
And the game gets under way
Who dIsplayed theIr courage As the Referee blows his whistle,
bold.
And the ball is put in play.
It all started at a rally
Two men jumCJ for its possession
Just about two weeks ago,
And then, as the story goes,
Where the coach and all the Our men fought for every
hoopsters
basket,
Swore we'd beat our burly
But the fouls brought us
foe.
woes.
How we laughed and how we Then how suddenly we realized
shouted
That our rivals would be
Epitaphs at Bridgeport U.
tough,
We were good and boy, we Yet, we had to win this ball
knew it,
game,
But our rivals knew it too.
Though the going might be
rough.
Sobn the battle was upon us
In that renowned Armory How the seconds and the minWhere young faces filled all
utes
places
Slipped away in rapid style,
And sang loud in harmony. Until half-time was approaching
"Hurrah! Hurrah! A cheer for
Closer, closer all the while.
Fairfield! "
Oh, the tally at the high-mark
Voices echoed in the air,
Was enough to make us blue;
Again, "Hurrah!"-A cheer for For we led our keen opponents
Bridgeport,
By the slender score of two.
A real bipartisan affair.
How we wondered at the respite
Just a minute before gameWhat the final score would be;
time
Could we keep the lead forever
As I look to see who's here,
And thus bring home victory?
Many friends, familiar faces,
Now
we're back in our places,
Many lovelies, dark and fair.
All eyes pointed to the floor.
On the wall the clock says ready, Now the seconds start a'ticking
Look! Our boys are knelt in
And we're in the game once
more.
pray~r.

I

Oh! our boys are doing nicely, Bridgeport leading by one point
See? They're passing very
now,
well.
Sixty seconds and tis done!
Until Gabriel blows his trumpet Fairfield rooters "going crazy";
And with gusty voice he yells:
D.B. feeling sure they'd won.
"I am sorry, my good fellows, There's a scramble on the floor
By the oath of Kaniky,
now,
But I am bound to call a foul,
Jack Mullady in the fray;
Slight as it may seem to be!" Seconds fly with speed of
comets,
Oh! The heckling followed
What a game we've seen toswiftly
day!
And as U.B. racked up twice,
From the outraged crowd of
Look! the ball is rolling freely
Fairfield
Down the court; time's almost
Voices chanted, "Two Blind
out!
mice!"
Markovic then grabs it, shoots
itNow our Stags are getting tired
Swish; "We've won!" Just
As they trot across the floor,
hear them shout!
But the Purple takes a tonic
And they bolt up to the fore. Now they're jumping o'er the
players,
Every set-shot like a rainbow
Hugging them in sheer deForms an arc of purple bold,
light,
And to compliment its master, Shouts of victor are all blended
Each sphere finds its pot of
in
gold.
The chant. "We won the
fight!"
Now the game is almost over,
And the Stags are down by Fairfield rooters swarm the court
ten.
now,
Oh! the future seems so hopeless
Overjoyed with victory won;
As our dreams of "might have And the mob, the team, the
been."
coach - all,
And hail Markovic "Fairfield's
But 'tis here that unsung glory
son!"
Soars above this narrow hall,
As Mullady, Kehoe, Miko,
SubmiUed by
All start clicking with the
ball.
FRANCIS DI SCALA. '51

Addition To
Physics And
Math Dept.
The Dean of Fairfield University announced the appointment
of the Reverend Charles M.
Crowley to the Department of
Physics and Mathematics. Father Crowley, a native of Dorchester, Massachusetts, entered
the Society of Jesus immediately after the termination of
his high school education. After
completing his course in philosophy, Father Crowley joined the
staff of Boston College where he
taught physics for three years.
Returning to Weston College, he
pursued his theological studies
and in June, 1948 was ordained
a priest. One year later Father
Crowley enrolled in the University of Detroit and received his
Master of Science degree last
February 6.
Father Crowley's most prevalent interest at Fail'field University is to instill i.n his students
the desire to learn ~nd to enjoy
learning. Unfodunately, Father
Crowley has not had sufficient
time to form an opinion of Fairfield University. However, he
does admit that he finds the students and the locality extremely
agreeable.

THE STAG
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JACK MULLADY. '51
Games Played
Goals
Fouls ...................................... Points

21
29
42
100

BOBBY MARKOVIC, '54
JOE KEHOE, '52
27 Games Played
Games Played
122 Goals
.........................
Goals ...
78 Fouls
Fouls
322 Points
Points

Goals.
Games Played
Fouls ............... ...............
Points

51
21
29
131

FRANK FITZPATRICK, '54
STAN SUCHENSKI, '54
25 Games Played . ............ ,
Games Played
25
21 Goals
Goals ..................
91
....................
9 Fouls
Fouls
51
51 Points
Points
233

Bowling
Notes
The Senior League has ended
the second round and the Lucky
Strikes have been crowned winners.
The nearest competitor
was a full five games behind.
The Junior League is still going along strong with the team
of J. Caruso, J. Mahaney, T. Molanphy, G. Pieger running in
front of the rest of the pack.
Bernie Beglane's three-game
series did not last very long as
Tom Molanphy set a new total
of 342. High individual average
still belongs to Jimmy Long with
103. He also has high individual
game with 134.

(Continued from Page One)
greatly on the students own
work.
Professor Keefe urged that if
it is possible a law student
should not be involved in outside employment. But if it is
necessary he implores that he
be allowed to place the student
in a law firm. This will also
tend to help the student with
his studies. The wages usually
range from $2,000 (for day students to $4,000 for night students). .
L ike Professor Archibald
Professor Keefe urged that all
prospective law students should
file their application before
April 1. By doing so they can
be certain of receiving a response by the end of May.

24
125
54
304

PAUL FRAUENHOFER, '54
JOE MIKO. '51
Games Played ......
27 Games Played
Goals
44 Goals ...............................
Fouls
37 Fouls ...............................
Points ...........................
125 Points
... . . . . . . ................

.................

26
53
14
120

26
42
17
101

FRANK PRIOR, '51
Manager of the
Basketball Team

Frauenhofer,
Shiembob Win
Prize Awards
The first annual Mathematics
and Chemistry Awards for outstanding achievement in the first
semester work have been awarded to Paul Frauenhofer and
Laurence Shiembob respectively. The judges of the awards
which were based on the final
average of the first semester,
were Mr. Perreault of the Math
Department and Dr. Barone of
the Chemistry Department.
The prizes, which were donated by the Chemical Rubber
Publishing Co. of Cleveland,
Ohio, were volumes of Mathematic Tables.

Yon Did Fine Supporting Your

Basketball Tearn;
Now Do As Well I'n
Supporting .

The Manor
BERNIE BEGLANE. '52
He got us publicity

Sales End Tomorrow, M,u<;h.I 6

have to have a heart to heart talk with him some night about
what he intends to do when he graduates,"

Baseball Tryouts
Beg in Monday

; . ,~·I"lL;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;iiiiiiii*iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-:"".!.=====================:::====::::!.1
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Stags Close Season With
Win Over NHST, Knights
By HARLEY BLACK
Fairfield's Red Stags closed the regular basketball
season with a pair of wins over Nutmeg state schools
to wind up with a record of 15 wins and 10 losses.
The Stags beat New Haven State Tea'chers College,
70-60, at the Goffe Street Armory, New Haven, and
closed the season in a thrilling 53-52 victory battle
against their neighboring rivals, Bridgeport University,
at the State Armory in Bridgeport.

------------
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Athletic Director
Addresses Students
Office Of
The Director Of Athletics
Dear Students:
The basketball season has officially ended here at Fairfield
University. "Thanks be to the
Lord," say 1. All things considered, it was a very successful
season, but a bit on the hectic
and unpredictable side.
Before wrapping the team and
equipment in moth balls for
another year, I would like to
add a short post script to the
season's record. The record, by
the way, speaks for itself. Fifteen wins, ten losses and a Tournament bid constitutes a very
creditable showing for a school
as young as our using only bona
fide students on its team.

Providence Places Two
On All Opponent Team
Providence College of Rhode Island placed two
cagers on Fairfield University's All-Opponent team
which was selected this week by members of the Red
Stag varsity. Frank Pellegrino was named at one of
the forward slots, while Jim Schlimm was placed at
center.

In two games against Fairfield field this veal' and he accounted
this past season, Pellegrino, ac-I for 22 m~rkeI:s as Brooklyn decounted for a total of 29 pomts feated Fairfield 63-49
~nd was a thorn ~n the side when
S~aman, pic~ed by sports
It came to gettmg the bal.l off writers and broadcasters for disthe boards. ~long~ted SchlImm, trict honors in Fairfield County,
along WIth. hIS .height, was e~er was practically a unanimous
a threat WIth hIS. set, ~nd tallIed choice of the Jesuit school. A
a rJ.lark of 36 pomts In the two great rebound man with a good
"outmgs.
.
set, Gus totaled 24 points in a
To~ SmIth, one of the out- pair of losses to Fairfield, and
"
standmg. ball players of the was practically a one-man show
MetropolItan New York area, in almost turning the final game
ga~'nere~ the. other forward po- which Fairfield won, 53-52, into
sitlOn WIth lIttle trouble. Called a win for the Purple Knights,
the whole St, Peter's club by
,
many observers, Smith demonSt. Anselm s College of ~anstrated just that against the chester, New HampshIre, gamed
STAGS, as he meshed 25 points two POSItIO~S on, the second
in leading the Jersey school to team, ,as. BIlly 0 Connor and
a 67-61 victory.
Bart LaVIn were selected. Ed
Mike Di Tomasso of Brooklyn Brown of Arn?ld College" Lou
College and Gus Seaman of the S.accone of Bndg<:por~ Um,:erUniversity of Bridgeport nailed Sity a.nd Paul Kammski of WillIdown the guard spots, Di mantIc State Teachers College
Tomasso was one of the better round out the team.
set shot artists faced by FairThe teams:

Fairfield racked up its 14th I half. However, the action which
win of the current season by de- was had in the final period of
feating the "Teachers" from the game more than made up
Elm City in the only day-light for lag and drag of the first half.
game in Fairfield's basketball Leaving the floor at half time
history. Not a team to be af- the STAGS held a slight edge
'1
.I1'..' J '",'' ~.,.'IV, Ii:\!
fected by the time of day, the over the "Purple," the tally rest- .'
STAGS were quick to set the ing at 20-18.
pace, and for the major portion
It was a new ball game as the '\ II.'
of the first half, they led the second half got under way. Gus
field in points. A sudden spurt Seaman, ace player for the
~l:~
of driving and set shooting on Knights, kept coming out of no- \
f·!'
the part of New Haven late in where to make more than I
the half, forced Fairfield into enough trouble for the boys
j
the intermission with a one- from North Benson. Fourteen
point deficit, the tally resting at points of his game total of 16
32-31.
points were scored in this secOff to a fast start in the sec- ond half.
The hooping and scoring of
ond half, an "on-form" Joe
Kehoe let go to score five points Seaman and Labash failed to
to put the "Men in Red" in the take its toll as the STAGS came
lead once again, this time for from behind with a brilliant display of cool ball playing in the
the balance of the contest.
clinches as, bit by bit, they
Of perhaps major import is chopped away at that seven
the fact that during the game a point deficit at the two minFATHER KINSELLA
SECOND TEAM
FIRST TEAM
STAG record was broken. Bobby ute mark.
100% for the team!
Markovic, whose right a l' m
With a right-handed push
F-Frank Pellegrino, Provo C. F-Bill O'Connor, St. Anselm's
seemed to be working wonders shot, Bobby Markovic tied up
I would like to take this op- F'-Tom Smith, St. Peter's
F-Paul Kaminski, Willimantic
for the team, wound up in top the score at 51-all. In the ex- portunity to pay tribute to all
C-Jim
Schlimm,
Providence
C-Lou
Saccone, Bl'idgeport
position for the day with 28 citement which followed, Jack those who were responsible for
G-Mike Di Tomasso, Bklyn. C. G-Bart Lavin, St. Anselm's
points, breaking a team record Mullady was charged with a this splendid achievement.
G-Ed Brown, Arnold
of 26 markers made previously technical foul for what the offiTo begin with, I think the G-Gus Seaman, Bridgeport
by Stan Suchenski.
cials claimed to be an attempt major share of credit should' go
Playing a brilliant game from to delay the contest. Dick La- to Coach Jim Hanrahan. During
the floor, Kehoe was also there bash took the free throw for the the past season Coach Hanrafor a good deal of support along opposition and made it count. han has disproved the old adage
the lines of scoring rounding off The score now, U.E. 52, F.U. 51. "a coach is only as good as his
In the final seconds of the material." Jim took young, raw,
the game with an 18 point total.
Paul Frauenhofer, who plays a game,' U.B. took the ball out at inexperienced boys and by dint
consistently good floor game, center court but failed to retain of hard work, inspirational
swished 11 points through the possession as Markovic scooped teaching, and undaunted spirit,
cords to take up third position up the sphere from a scramble molded them into as fine a team
and let it drop through the as has ever been seen in these
in the scoring column.
parts. In Jim Hanrahan, Fairfield
cords for a Fairfield victory.
Bill Samuelson was high on
It was the second time this University has one of the best
deck for the opposition and season that the "Men in Red" coaches in the country. M'ay he
cored 15 points putting him in defeated the "Park-siders," and always remain with us and may
top rank, while Gene Karpin- this time, as we all know, it he always put forth teams of the
ki played number two teacher must really have hurt them. We calibre of '50-'51.
for the day with a game total of can, however, congratulate them . Next in line for accolades,
12 points.
for being good sports . . . and comes the team. Very shortly,
Stags Beat U.B. Second Time we can congratulate our team we shall present gold basketball awards to each member of
as being the best ever.
As has happened previously,
the Varsity team. No team has
the STAGS and their opposition
11=====:11 ever deserved them more. These
got off to a slow start in this
fine young students worked hard
contest, playing a very poor first
day in and day out over the
course of many months in order
that Fairfield University might
be represented on the court by
a team capable of holding its
own with the very best. That
SPORT CE TER
all the hard work and sacrifice
were not in vain-the season's
Fairneld's complete
record bears eloquent testimony.
Sporting Goods Store
These men deserve their awards,
The finest equipment
their glory and much more. To
fur <all sports
those who will shortly depart
from our midst, the,. very best
Come in and see our
of good fortune. May your fuF. U. pipes
ture endeavors all be undertaken
1555 Post Road, Fairfield
. with the same fine spirt which
Phone 9-5846
you have displayed here at Fairfield. To those who are, with
the help of God's grace and
. Uncle Sam's mercy, to remain
with us for the years to comeK. CLEANERS
I can only"say-carry on the
10% d,iscount on tailoring
tradition, so nobly begun. With
,.
for students
you, FairfieW~~}~ture is bright.
Next I wOUld like to pay
Next door to
tribute' to all those anonymous'
'_ , Gent~ B.aI1be~ Shop
c. ~---(Gont-inttechm--Page.Eight)
'''Tufts Knocks ,Us' Out of the Running

d~J

~

'~ ~ti!

I,

ttl
l.f:l

Tufts Really Meant Business!

CLAMPETT'S
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Yabrosky Named
Baseball Coach
By BERNIE BEGLANE
At times, the
job of writing
sports brings
with it some
unpleasantness, and just
that confronts
me now. I am
making reference to the
column of Bill
Chambault, sports editor of The
Scribe. weekly paper of the
University of Bridgeport. Many
of you read the column when it
was posted on the bulletin
board, and upon doing so, wanted to answer him directly. Others felt that the best way to
answer him would be through
this column. So here goes.
First of all for those of you
who didn't ~ead the story in
question, I will briefly recapitulate the part of it that referred
to Fairfield. Chambault refers to
the final game of the F.U.-U.B.
series which was won by the
former, 53-52. He calls the final
five minutes "haunting," states
that Fairfield got all the breaks,
and that we were apparently
aided by some unknown power.
He also adds that the defeat was
the hardest type that a team
can absorb.
About the only thing in his
statements that I agree with is
his final one. It was really a
tough game to lose. To answer
the other statements, the best
way might be by questions.
I am second guessing of course,
but why did Herb Glines, coach
of UB, help to make the final
five minutes so haunting by allowing Lou Saccone to shoot the
second of two foul shots in the
final two minutes of play? Many
other fans at the game felt the
same way, and they were not
students of either school. Did
Fairfield get all the breaks when
the referee allowed the ball to
be put in play before Bobby
Markovic returned to his position after fixing the net? Bridgeport had a man free under the
basket, and he scored easily.
As for the unknown power,
who was it? I have a few answers for that statement. It
could be Joe Miko who played a
bang-up game off the boards and
who came through with some
timely rebound scores. It might
have been Jack Mullady who,
like Miko, was playing the last
game of his college career (not
counting the Boston tournament
games) and who really played
a good defensive game. Others
feel it was Bobby Markovic who
not only scored the final and
winning basket, but who also
closed the gap in the final minutes.
Another answer might be that
it was the Man above who was
on our side. Coining a phrase
that has been used in religious
circles, let me say that "the
family who prays together,
stays together." After all, Fairfield is just one big family, and
they certainly pray together,
team and students alike.
Phil Peterson. sportscaster 'of
WNAB of Bridgeport. in selecting his district all star team.
named our Joe Kehoe and Bobby
Markovic. Gus Seaman and Lou
Saccone of the University of
Bridgeport. and Eddy Brown of
Arnold College.

Two friends of Fairfield University's sports program changed
their positions lately. Bill McGuire, guest at our Sports Night
earlier in the school year, has
left his job as Athletic Director
at St. Francis College in Brooklyn. to go with Community
Counselling Service. Joe Weilert, another guest that night,
former publicity director of St.
Francis and the Eastern Catholic
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, is now back on active duty
with the United States Coast
Guard. Joe holds a lieutenant's
commission.
Father Kinsella. our Athletic
Director. was a guest at the annual Sports Dinner of the Algonquin Club at the Stratfield
Hotel in Brilgeport recently.
Mel Allen. popular sports announcer. was guest speaker.
Now that the basketball season has officially closed, it is
time to go back over the records
and see how my pre-season predictions fared. If you remember
correctly, I picked the varsity
to win 14 games and drop 11.
Although I didn't list each game
individually for all to view,
many of you did know how I
picked each game, and at various times during the season
compared each other's predictions. We had a lot of fun doing
so.
Well, I was one game out of
the way, and in being wrong, it
felt good to be wrong as long as
w~ won the game. The one contest I missed up on was the
game with St. Anselm's at the
Bridgeport Armory. As you
know, we won, 45-42, and I
picked us to drop it.
I would like to know if there
is anyone in the school who
called all the games exactly. If
so, please let me know.
Congratulations to Stan Suchenski on being selected on the
All Tournament team of the
New England N.A.I.B. Tournament. He was the only freshman so honored.
Joe Kehoe, in addition to being named to Peterson's district
team, received additional honors from the coaches in the area.
He was selected along with Ed
Brown and Frank McDermott of
Arnold and Lou Saccone and
Gus Seaman of Bridgeport on
the district team named by the
Bridgeport Herald, the state's
weekly paper. The coaches were
the men who selected the team.

Joe Yabrosky has been named
coach of Fairfield University's
first varsity baseball team according to an announcement
this week by Reverend Gerald
A. Kinsella, S.J., Director of
Athletics.
A graduate of Holy Cross College where he played both baseball and football, Yabrosky
comes to the college as head
coach after three years as assistant coach of Fairfield Prep's
diamond squad. During the season of 1948 he was top mentor
when Fella Guintoff, now head
coach, was on a leave of absence
from the post for a year.
In addition to being assistant
baseball coach at the Prep, the
new coach has served as assistant football coach to Guintoff
for the past four years, and has
been instrumental in turning out
many outstanding performers in
both sports.
A veteran of the United State~
Army, Yabrosky played baseball and football with the 28th
Division in the European Theatre of Operations, and performed with many major league
stars, including Cecil Travis,
formerly with the Washington
Senators.
Fairfield with play a 12-team
schedule, mostly with colleges
from the Nutmeg state. Yabrosky will issue first call for candidates next Monday, and expects to get practice under way
on a full scale when classes resume after the Easter recess.
Player

Ga.

G.

Markovic Top Scorer;
Kehoe, Suchenski Trail

Bobby Markovic, six foot guard, and one of the
leading frosh performers of Fairfield University's basketball team, led the Red Stags in scoring this season,
according to figures released this week by the Athletic
Association. Markovic tossed 322 points through the
hoop for the Fairfield team which finished the season
with a respectable record of 16 triumphs and 11 defeats,
the best mark gained by any cage team of the sohool.
Playing in all 27 contests,
Bobby had 122 field goals and
78 free throws for an average of
11.9 points per game. He also
set an all time record for the
most points scored in one game,
as he meshed 28 points against
New Haven State Teachers College on February 28 at New Haven. Fairfield won, 70~60.
Joe Kehoe, junior performer,
was runner-up to Markovic with
304 points in 24 games for an
average of 12.7. He gained his
total on 125 two-pointers and 54
throws from the 15-foot stripe.
Stan Suchenski, another frosh
performer, was next in line with
233 tallies. Suchenski played in
25 engagements, and scored 91
field goals and 51 free throws
for a 9.4 average.
Fourth place went to Jimmy
Homa, as he garnered 131 points
in 21 battles. Other STAGS who
went over the 100 point mark
were Paul Frauenhofer with 125,
Jack Sullivan with 120, Joe
Miko with 101 and Jack Mullady with an even 100.
As a team, Jim Hanrahan's
charges scored a total of 1,655
points in 27 games for an average of 64.2. On defense, the
F.

P.

Aver.

F.A.

and Sportswear

JAMES V. JOY
PROMPT SERVICE -

Important -

RESTAURANT
Post Road cor. Pine Creek

Phone 9-3343

making a good impression,
depend on a Hammonton
Park suit. Its Animated Style,
Is added security fQr your

selection of these fine suil5
is so complete, it's a safe bet
you'll find a'model you'll like

INCORPORATED

GENERAL INSURANCE

FAIRFIELD'S FAVORITE
NIGHT SPOT

When everything depends on

smart appearance. Our

1258 MAIN ST.• BPT.

RUDY'S

SAFE BET FOR
AN IMPORTANT DATE

P.M. P.F.C.

Markovic
27
122
78
322
11.9
124
.629
62
Kehoe .....
24
125
54
304
12.7
74
.728
46
Suchenski
25
91
51
233
9.4
78
.654
71
Homa
21
51
29
131
6.2
47
.617
34
Frauenhofer
27
44
37
125
4.6
63
.587
89
Sullivan
26
53
14
120
4.6
28
.500
48
Miko
26
42
17
101
3.9
47
.362
52
Mullady
21
29
42
100
4.8
73
.575
61
Blain
....... ......
9
28
15
71
7.9
18
.833
17
Fitzpatrick
25
21
9
51
2.0
16
.563
34
Moffett
8
J6
2
34
4.3
5
.400
11
Regensburger
4
9
1
19
4.8
10
.100
6
Stapleton
11
3
6
12
1.1
15
.400
8
1
9
1.8
2
.500
2
Boser
5
4
Marmion
4
4
o
8
2.0
0
.000
3
Pagliarulo
4
4
o
8
2.0
0
.000
1
De Ponte
2
3
o
6
3.0
0
.000
1
Burns
2
1
o
2
1.0
1
.000
0
Smith
7
1
o
2
0.3
1
.000
5
Meehan
2
0
o
0
0.0
1
.000
0
Team
Fairfield
27
651
353
1655
61.3
603
.585
551
Opponents
27
577
418
1572
58.2
661
.632
536
KEY: Ga.-Games Played; G-Goals; F-Fouls; P-Points;
Aver.-Average Per Game; F.A- Foul Shots Attempted; P.M.-Percentage of Foul Shots Made;
P.F.C.-Personal Fouls Committed.

LEE'S
for PANTS

STAGS gave up 1,572 points for
and average of 58.2. The offensive total. was reached via 651
baskets and 353 fouls, while the
defensive mark was gained on
577 two-pointers and 418 free
throws.

-at a price you'll like.

From

$55

RELIABLE COMPANIES

All claims serviced promptly
thru our own office

"Insure with Joy"

WILSON
CLOTHES
960 MAIN ST.. near John

4-1585 -

PHONES -

5-5166
Use Our 10 Pay Plan

955 Main Street

BridglitpOrt, Connecticut
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Jayvees Lose
Final Games

NAIB

(Continued from Page One)
large sized lead until three minutes were left to go. At this
point, Fairfield saw a 20-17
The Junior Varsity wound up deficit increase to 26-17 as Jim
the '50-'51 season with a 5 won Mullaney and Don Goodwin, the
and 4 lost record, dropping their one-two punch of Tufts, scored
last two outings to the U.B. six points between them. Paul
Freshmen and the Junior Col- Frauenhofer connected with a
lege of Commerce of New Ha- foul shot and Goodwin matched
'len. Fairfield had defeated both it seconds later. After this, Stan
of these teams earlier in the sea- Suchenski dunked a basket and
son.
a pair of fouls, and Joe Kehoe
In the prelim at the Armory added a two-poinier to close the
on March 2, the Jayvees bowed gap to 26-24 -as the half ended.
to U.B. by a 43-38 score. The
The charges of Jim Hanrahan
STAGS were on top of a 16-11 tied the count at the start of
count at the intermission after the final 20 minutes of play, as
a slow and rough first half. 1I Kehoe tallied a basket to make
Bridgeport ,employe~ a f.ast it 26-all. Marvin Schenfeld ann
break late m the t.hlr~ penod Jimmy Homa exchanged markFather Kinsella Signifies Spirit of Fairfield
The attainment of a goal ... the NAIB tournament
and took a lead WhICh It never ers. Schenfeld converted a foul
relinquished.
shot, and Bobby Markovic pourBesides playing his usually ed a push shot through the nets
Eliminations Begin
fine floor game, Bill Smith pour- to give Fairfield a 30-29 lead.
ed in 10 points while Dick In- Lowell Greenberg and Homa
In Table Tennis
certo, George Boser, and Don were in on the exchange of basMonday, March 5th, saw the Burns chipped in eight, seven, kets after this, and Al Bennett
fourth annual mid-winter Ping and six respectively.
gave Tufts the lead again with
April
Fairfield traveled to New Ha- a long set to make it Tufts, 33,
Pong Tourney get under way.
21-St. Peter's, Jersey City
A record number of 50 entrants 'len for an afternoon game on F.U. 32.
They never lost the lead after
24-New Haven State Teachers
got away fast and the elimina- March 5, losing to the Junior
College of Commerce of the this, and with 12 minutes reAlumni Field
tions are already well under Elm City by the score of 63-44. maining, went on a scoring spree
26-Arnold, Alumni Field
27-New Britain State Teachers v.;ay. Because of the large num- New Haven took command in that saw them gain 15 markers
ber of entrants, some partici- the second period and held a while the Nutmeggers added
Alumni Field
May
pants received first round byes, 34 to 22 advantage at half-time. only two. With 10 minutes left,
The "Red Men" had trouble stay- the count was 51-38, a gap the
2-New Haven State Teachers
and will meet the survivors of
ing within 15 points of the New STAGS were never able to
New Haven
the first round games.
Haven Club in the second stanza. close.
4-Bridgeport, Alumni Field
During ihe early games, the
7-Hillyer, Alumni Field
Patsy Pagliarulo and Boser hit
Suchenski paced the offensive
12-Bridgeport, Bridgeport
regular iable "habitants" went for 11 and 8 while Bill Meehan attack of Fairfield, tallying 18
15-Arnold, Milford
thrcugh the rrst round practic- Harry Mar~ion and Bill Smith points, while Markovic added
18-New Britain State Teachers
looked good od rebound work, 10. Tufts had four men in double
any without upset. Tony Fatti- as well as contributing seven, fi~ures. Schenfeld led the w~y
New Britain
bene, last Y~':lrs champ, defeated six and six points in that order. wIth 18, followed by GoodwIn
19-5t. Peter's, Alumni Field
21-Hillyer, Hartford
Th J '
V
't
11 with 15, Mullaney with 14 and '
Tommy McCalla, and Ross WhearSl y won a Greenberg with 12.
e umor
lan outlasted Rocky Forte: Oth- but one game at the Armory,
ers, among them Bob Steele, dropping three out of four on Upset Hawks For, Second Time
!n the consolatlOn game f.or
Harry Marmion, and Tom Fla- the road. Fairfield averaged 42.8
points at home and 46.5 on for- thlrd place" Falrfiel.d staged ItS
of
herty are progressing as was ex- eign courts. The opposition was second straIght WIn over St.
pected.
held to an average of 35.4 at the Anselm's who went into the
In the most exciting and easily Armory and ilveraged 60.2 at tourney ~he favorite to make the
tnp to Kansas.
and
the best played match in the their home courts.
The first 20 minutes of play
tournament thus far, Steele, the
saw Billy O'Connor put on a
one-man show, as he meshed 20
first year's champ, came back
points, mostly from underneath.
strong ,against Don Saltus after
Suchenski and Markovic matchlosing the opening game, and
ed this total, as they tallied 10
1438 POST ROAD
won the last two games to come
each.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.
out on top.
The contest was a close duel
throughout, and in the final half,
In the tourney thus far, the April
Fairfield played a very delibermost outstanding fact is that the 13-White Plains Tech. Inst.
ate style of ball, taking shots
White Plains
student spectators are getting
Collins' Pharmacy
only when there was an openlarger and nosier, and it seems 21-New Haven State Teachers
ing. Markovic set the offensive
2804 F AIRFIELD AVE.,
New Haven
that the game has caught on in
attack, garnering 14 points.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
the school.
The finals should 28-Brooklyn Poly
O'Connor was held to five in the
We Deliver
Phone 5-5669 bring a large crowd to the conAlumni Field
second half.
May
fines of Xavier Hall.
The lead changed hands sev3-Bryant, Providence
eral times, and it wasn't until
9-Bridgeport, Bridgeport
there were seven minu'tes left
12-Hofstra, Hempstead
that the STAGS gained a lead
they never relinquished. Trail16-Arnold, Alumni Field
ing 57-56, Suchenski scored on
19-5t. Peter's, Alumni Field
a pivot to make it 58-56. From
to plan your clothes as carefully
then on the scoring was divided amongst Markovic who
as you chart your course of study.
scored four points and Jack
Mullady who scored a like number and Suchenski who scored
Your money will go farther, and so will you.
two points, while st. A's were
We've helped scores of students (teachers, too)
limited to Bart Lavin's two sets
and Bill Williams' drive-in and
Ito make expenditures match their income, with
foul
shot.
our P B A . .
Y'0ur personal, permanent
O'Connor was top scorer for
budget account.
the game with 25, while Markovic was next in line with 24.
No down payment, no red tape. Select the things
Lavin added 11 and Williams
you need, buy them, you have them right
added 13 for st. A's. Suchenski
was runner-up in scoring Jaurels
away - take up to 12 months to pay. And as you
for the STAGS with 15 while
pay, you can charge additional items. Why not
Frauenhofer connected for 12.
inquire about it now?
As a fitting climax to a pair
of good performances, Suchenski was named to the all-tournament team that also included
Credit Office
O'Connor, Goodwin, Frank PelFifth Floor
legrino and Jim Schlimm of
I Providence.

'CHECI(S~

In For

SPRING

Baseball
Schedule

Spring Showing

SPORT JACKETS
SLACKS

Track
Schedule

College Town Shop

It~s

A Good Idea

Read's

Sport Jackets
Superbly styled by
Mavest in a brand
new variety of smart
checks or almost invisible plaids . • •
Iight-as-a-feather all
wool fabrics make
them ideal for spring
or summer. Choice
of browns. blues and
qreys.

35. to 45.
~

.At ruih~ ilrU'11 ;:;YQOP
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ADDRESS

The Council As I Saw It

(Continued from Page Five)

by Rudy Girandola, '53

men without whose aid we
could not' possibly operate A.A. m~mbers who helped on

It is not my policy to single present to you that one person,
out anyone person whom I whose fiery spirit has at last
think deserves whatever bit of stampeded the dormant STAGS,
merit I could shower upon him, Mr. Fairfield U. of 1951 . . .
but because of the lack of William Heagney.
COUNCIL activities during the
past two w eks I am going to F-A-I-R-F-I-E-L-D . . . The uptake ,this opportunity to pass out roar was tremendous . . . the
a few bouquets . . . it is some- ovation was inspiring . . . the
times called "feather-bedding!! students were magnificent in
You may have seen this man demonstration of spirit for a
engaged in conversation with team which gave them their all
our one and only Father Kin-I' .. That combination achieved
sella . . . he may have been in for us the greatest victory we
heated debate with his fellow I could ever gain . . . On behalf
Council members . . . he could of myself, I salute you the
have been in the boiler room STUDENT BODY . . . Coach
bending over a hot sign . . . or James Hanrahan . . . with spehe might even yet be hanging cia I thanks and appreciation to
from a window two stories high a great priest and devoted fan,
dedicating "MARKOVIC HALL" Rev. Gerald Kinsella . . . and
. . . No matter what form of lastly our own . . .
activity this tireless personality
is concerned with, you could be
F rauenhofer
sure it is some project which
hom A
would benefit his beloved F.U.
m I ko
There are others who nave this
rna R kovic
fellow's drive, ambition and
loyalty but to choose such an
Fitzpatrick
individual as he, is to pat the
sull I van
back of all those students whose
k E hoe
interests are this very school's
stap
L eton
foundation . . . So, to dispense
mulla D y
with any further formality, I
would like to congratulate and
s U chenski

B Y RITA CARRANO and
MARY O'BRIEN
tickets, transportation, equipEvery few weeks an event
ment, etc.; the cheerleaders who occurs at St. V's which elates
stuck by the team no matter' one's spirits or drags them to
how dark the outlook, the man- lower than low. "Changes" are
k d
h d
d posted.
agers who wor e so ar an
Imagine the shock when, aftso long. To all of these my heart- er planning to rest for the next
felt thanks. The administration, few weeks, you discover your
the team, the entire school is qame as one of the chosen few
g rateful for your selflessness and to work 1.2l-8·tSUtndfafY daftternoton2
.. ,
you hapPI y ro 0
u y a
splnt of sacnfice.
.
p.m. with the good intention of
Finally, I must pay tnbute to sleeping. This is easier said than
the awe-inspiring spirt of the done. The sun is brightly shinFairfield Student body. Time ing and you think of the pleast'
. i during the past ant afternoon you coul~ be enan d Ime aga n
.
joying at home or with your

arrives "ou
welcome the day
J
shift with open arms.
Following report, we gather
up our paraphernalia, consisting
of a sweater, night reports and
knitting, and trudge wearily to
breakfast. Our fellow workers
are already there, eagerly filling their hungry faces.
One
glance assures us that everyone
'is as tired as we are. However,
the sight brings a smirk to your
face as you wonder "Do I look
as bad as that?" No lipstick black circles under the eyes mechanically eating and chattering? A friend assures you, quite
willingly, that you do.
Without a visible signal,
season, newspaper men, nval friends.
You don't feel a bit everyone arises, again gathering
coaches, athletic directors, teams, tired now, but thoughts of the paraphernalia and all but runs
etc. etc. were simply amazed at long night ahead assail you, and to night report. You see, we
the lar"e, loyal, and extremely so you attemp~ to sleep.. A~ter should have been there 2 mine
.
an hour of tossmg and tWlstmg, utes ago.
vocal student followmg of the the idea of sleep is abandoned
Arriving there, we easily pick
Fairfield University basketball and you decide to journey home. out the new members of the
team.
Upon returning to the hospi- night crew. They are over in a
No matter where the team tal at night, you suddenly realize cor n e r, rehearsing together.
went-Manchester, N.H.; Jersey that weariness is ove~coming "The census at midnight was
City' Hempstead L.I.-there al- you. A s you cas t an envi ous eye . . . There were no admissions
,
b
d'
er at "roommate," sound asleep, or discharges . . ." The experiso were to e oun mnum - conscience warns that duty enced are catching a few quick
y
able students ever l0J:'all cheer- calls. You had your chance to naps in the deep leather chairs.
ing the team on to victory. ThiS sleep and foolishly ignored it.
Almost automatically report
wonderful spirit, more than
With the rest of the night commences as one monotone
anything else, was responsib~ crew you adjourn to night sup- voice follows the other with,
for the many close fighting vic- per ~nd nibble on the "tastiest "The census at midnight was
tories which the team WOD. May morsels of the day," sign out
"
Everything for
this spirit stay alive and grow and trod wearily to the hospital.
In less than 15 minutes the
even stronger during the years t'lEvberytth3mAgrMuns shmeOOytholuY fUene-l night nurses are in bed. EverySCHOOL
h s irit I a ou
.. w n
one is sound asleep with the
W 'th t
In the heart of Fairfield's
t.o . come.
. I OU s~c
~
that the battle against fatigue alarm clock set for class. How
OFFICE
Fairfield Umverslty Will be. Just has ended. The eyes begin to we manage to go to class, and
"Little Times Square"
another institution of higher feel as heavy as bricks and per- what went on in class remains
'HOME
learning. With it, Fairfield U. sistent yawning overcomes you. a mystery. The only concern is
Open Day and Night
will always' be distinctive and Just then the coffee and sand- to get back to bed as quickly as
great.'
wiches, prepared earlier, are p·ossible.
POST ROAD
brought to the halls to supply
Class is no sooner dismissed
Sincerely yours,
the necessary fortifications to than we are snug in bed, heav1001 Broad St.. Bpt.
Corner Miller St.
I'ng our last sigh and on our way
(Rev) Gerald A. Kinsella, S. J . last untl'l breakfas't .
Phone 5-3121
Director~ of Athletics
When 7 A.M. rolls around, to dreamland.
things really begin happening.
Thi~ is the last you are aware I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The telephone never fails to ring of until some kind friends enter II
while you are taking tempera- the room and have a debate as
tures at the extreme end of the to whether they should wake
hall. Lights go on and a general you or let you rest in peace.
MEN'S SHOP
state of confusion steps in Then ... "You've got a phone
everyone desiring your presence call - want to take it? With
Woolworth Bldg.• Fairfield
at the same time. When 8 A.M. one eye opened and half aware
of what you are saying you manage to say NO-Tell him I'm
Large selection of naBuy her corsage at the
asleep."
tionally famous s p 0 r t
(Ed. note-That's a heck of a
At Benn-Leer you
jackets ,and trousers at
way to treat the poor guy!)
In
a
short
while,
the
girl
upwill find a selecrock bottom prices.
1630 POST ROAD
stairs decides to clean her room
tion
of Sport JackFairfield
-the girls across the hall begin
ets
that
will do
imitating the Andrews Sistersany man's wardand the kids outside the window
sound as though they are fightrobe proud. Shetp.~1J"".:o._
ing the Korean War.
lands,
T wee d S,
Oh! Well! It's a great life!
F I ann e I S, ForstJf'i-/s-,,ftrJfU11kT.,.;/yJU11.'C_
mann Plaids
everyone tailored
To Harmonize With Spring
to our specificaThe Italian Cl.ub of Fairfield
Sport Coats, Sport Shirts!
tions.
University has announced that
it will sponsor a Mass in honor
of St. Joseph, on Tuesday, April
3, 1951. The members of the
Club will receive Holy Communion in a body, and it is
hoped that this event will become an annual affair and mem100% WOOL GABARbers of the Faculty and Student
DINES,
FLANNELS,
reg.
Body are invited to attend. Ar$15.95
PLAIDS,
HOUNDSrangements for the Mass are beTOOTH arid SHEEN
ing made under the direction of
Arthur Sapienza.
Right smack at the beginning of the'
GABARDINES

i.

Frank H. Fargo Co.

HENRY'S

Godfrey Garden Shop

]i~R~ihWLAND'S
·allit'

Italian

Club

All Wool Spring
Gabardine Slacks

season - a sale of fine slacks, to build up
your Spring wardrobe right now! Handsome shades of grey, tan, brown, teal,
navy; styled of regular weight gabardine,
smartly pleated, with regular waist band,
plain seams, Sizes 29-42,
Howland's Men's Clothing, Street Floor

Slacks

Ethical Pharmacy
1260 MAIN ST.
.·Opp. Stralfield Holel
,PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED_-;; .
.

~-:-':'

\

203 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BETWEEN BROAD AND MAIN ST5.
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